Happy! We found this long-range bronze
cannon 24m from the surface on our first
wreck site. It will soon meet sunlight
again and tell us a story. The excitement
is growing!

D

At last, a dream becomes a reality for Don and co,
searching Davey Jones’ Locker for historical relics in
the South Pacific

reams are born of the
simplest things, but
you have to believe.
As a kid I used to love
watching black-andwhite movies of swashbuckling
adventures about Blackbeard, Cap’n
Kidd and Long John Silver, pirate
battles with the flash-bang of black
powder broadsides and treasure, me
hearties… Arrr!
Any true-blue sailor, who has not
had a few laughs or fun playing
the pirate or flying the skull and
crossbones, sounds a bit boring to
me. Well, for whatever reason, over
the past 30 years I have dreamed
long and hard about owning a
cannon; maybe even a pirate
cannon! I considered buying one on
eBay for a while but that just did not
seem right.
In 1984, on my first visit to see
real English castles, I found myself
up close and personal with the
actual fighting armour, swords and
jousting poles used by knights of
the realm. The experience sent me
straight back to that time and place.
I remember the shivers down my
spine as it brought all those Robin
Hood movies to life! Now, whenever
I see a real nautical cannon (properly
termed gun), all I wonder is what
battles and stories it could tell…
the sounds, the smoke, the crazy
mayhem.
I am writing this in the pilothouse
of ICE, anchored in front of Nomuka
Iki, Tonga; the main island a
mile astern. This is a famous and
fabulous place. Around 200 years
ago, Tongan history has 150 huge
kalia canoes carrying 5000 fighting
men and 2000 women assembling
right here, ready to make war with
other Tongans on Tongatapu, 65
miles south. It was a civil war, in an
effort to create one ruling family and
unite the kingdom.
The Spanish also came to this
spot, starting in the 1600s to get
water from an active spring. Captain
Cook used Spanish charts to anchor
here on each of his three voyages
around the world. Looking out
through my pilothouse windows
I can see an active volcano on
the island of Tofua (just 40 miles
away) shoot steam high into the air.
The Mutiny on the Bounty, when
William Bligh was cast adrift from
HMS Bounty by Fletcher Christian,
happened just 22 miles out from
Tofua.
Today I am here with a team of
divers looking for wrecks. Not an
easy task as you can imagine, and
yes I have questioned “why?” more
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by Don McIntyre

More excitement as we find a pile of
ballast stones, confirming another
wreck site. More surveys, mapping,
investigations and reports, but that
first discovery is a special feeling
hard to describe. By the time you read
this, we should have started some
preliminary sample dredging on this
shallow site.

Shi v er me

T imbers !

The Nomuka locals removed this huge 2.4m anchor from a wreck site to their harbour
in the ’60s for use as a boat cyclone mooring. We saw it last year and are now looking
for the site it came from... a 17th century wreck perhaps! The anchor is in 3m of water.
than once. But I never shy away
from a challenge so no matter what
the outcome I know I am currently
on top of another Boys’ Own
adventure you cannot make or setup. This is real.

DREAM TEAM

Well here is the good news? Right at
this moment I have a huge smile on
my face. Another dream just came
true! It was a big moment, following
plenty of setbacks and impossible
now to describe the high of that
occasion when it happened.
I like to share all my adventures
with those that want to follow them,
but there is a real balancing act with
this bluetreasure.me adventure.
How much information can I share
on my blog and here in this column?
Some think I am crazy and this
should all be kept top secret. My
enthusiastic and hardworking
(sometimes long suffering) crew
are all locked-up in confidentiality
agreements and code of conducts.
There are obviously security issues
too, but sometimes you just need to
tell someone, right?
Well the very first wreck we

have located includes a beautiful,
magnificent, fantastic, oh-so-cool
bronze cannon – and you Trade-ABoat are the first people to publicly
hear this! Yes, I am happy.
I bet it could tell more than a few
stories but for now I am just trying
to imagine those last moments
before this ship finally went down…
the people, the panic, the survivors
and those that did not.
It is an amazing sensation to
discover something like this and
know you are the first to set eyes
on this gun since it slipped into the
blue. Those pirate movies are that
much more real now. I have been
transported back to that time and
place.
Already there are tantalising
hints of a much bigger picture
buried beneath the sand on this
site. Currently we are completing
the pre-disturbance surveys,
mapping, photographing, drawing
and measuring everything. It all
takes time and my crew work hard.
Soon this “gun” will see the light
of day again and hopefully we
will determine when it was made,
maybe even where and by whom as
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Maybe the steel hull and deck
of Kestrel saved its electrics
and electronics, but lightning
certainly ruined her owners’
day and the mast!

After a few minutes they went
outside and wondered what this
‘thing’ was in the cockpit… it was
their mast, now broken in three
pieces and neatly stacked on deck

Above: Now that we have two wreck sites, the work list for the Blue Base team is
growing fast. Richard (Woodie), our base leader, sets daily tasks so every dive is
productive. I will be looking for more volunteer crew to join us starting May 2014.
Below: The longest bareboat charter I have heard of – two years for four crazy
Spaniards in a stock Bavaria 37.

they all usually have markings.
Yet there are still problems
ahead… like which of the six “other
wrecks” we believe are in this area
should we look for next? Hmmm…
nice problem, hey! And I wonder
if this gun was ever fired at or by
pirates? Arrr!

ULTIMATE CHARTER

My next hope is to find a Spanish
galleon. A big ask and a dream of
many before me, but who knows?
A few days after locating this
cannon, six fun, young Spaniards
in their 20s sailed into our
anchorage on a stock-standard
Bavaria 37. I imagined the very
same people on these sailing
ships so far from home 400 years
ago. These modern-day Spanish
adventurers were nine months
out of Spain on a two-year
circumnavigation, sailing the
Atlantic, Caribbean, Panama Canal
and Pacific, living life to the full.
We invited them to a big fire on
the beach in front of Blue Base and
when I asked about their boat,
they said they chartered it! With
visions of these pirates doing a
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“runner” from a two-week charter
in the Med’, I asked if they did?
With plenty of laughs all round
they explained a two-year bareboat
charter arrangement with one of the
crew’s parents.
Four crew are doing the full
circumnavigation and others visit
from ports along the way. The total
budget they share and strictly
adhere to is $6000 a month for
everything, including charter, extra
cruising equipment and safety gear,
maintenance, repairs, food, fuel,
port charges, insurance etc. They
didn’t have budget for a desalinator,
so fresh water is always an issue.
They regularly have to buy new
cutlery and plates for those lost off
the stern as they wash the dishes in
salt water while underway! What a
great adventure and thanks to some
forward-thinking parents.

ZAP GOES THE MAST!

In the past two years more than a
few boats have been hit by lighting
during different events at Musket
Cove in Fiji. Even the general store
finally took a hit and was burnt to
the ground. Speculation and rumour
suggest it may be the shape of
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the bay, or the electrical towers?
The damage is always similar on
boats, with massive electrical and
electronics issues.
A German couple called into Blue
Base the other day aboard their
neat steel cruiser Kestrel and told
an amazing story. Sailing about
150 miles out from New Zealand en
route to Fiji they encountered a huge
thunderstorm, which pounded their
steel yacht with egg-size hailstones
and about 30kts of wind.
With just a small part of their
headsail set, they both waited in the
5am darkness down below for it to
pass, worried about the outcome of
their paintwork. Then there was a
huge bang! All the lights onboard
went out and they were confused.
After a few minutes they went
outside and wondered what this
“thing” was in the cockpit… it was
their mast, now broken in three
pieces and neatly stacked on deck.
The lightning had exploded a
Stay-Lok insulator terminal on their
backstay, which then let go. With
little sail set it fell neatly. Circuit
breakers protected the electrical and
electronics gear, so it was just the
mast.
Unlucky, but lucky too… they were
uninsured and it could have been a
lot worse. They motored back to NZ,
bought a new mast and two months
later headed back into the Pacific.

We still have time to fish. The dolphin
fish on the right hit as we ran out the lure
with the drag not set. This caused the
reel to spin forming a huge tangle and
jam before the line wrapped around the
wind generator blades and was chopped
in consequence. But the fish was still on,
now connected to wind generator not
the rod, and was pulled in hand-overhand for a good day on the water.
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